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More than 98% of all microprocessors are found
within embedded systems. The British Department of
Trade and Industry predicts, that by the year 2010 more
than 90% of all program code will be implemented for
embedded applications. But the qualification of our
„typical“ CS (and CIT) graduates is torpedoed by
deficits of our current computer architecture education
limiting the horizon to procedural programming in the
time domain. However, meanwhile the fundamental
machine model is no more just the „von Neumann“
paradigm merely supporting an instruction-streambased mind set. For embedded systems the basic model
is a symbiosis between CPU and primarily datastream-based accelerator co-processors. Implementing
applications for embedded systems also requires
hardware / software partitioning decisions. Since
meanwhile morphware [1] [2] and Reconfigurable
Computing (RC) has become mainstream, also the
accelerators are programmable by loading configware
code downto their hidden RAM [3]. What is urgently
needed is the qualification for programming in time
(programming software) and programming in space
(programming configware). But currently the software
for the CPU is mainly implemented by software
people, whereas the accelerators are implemented by
EEs or other hardware people.
Communication problems between these two
groups of experts having different backgrounds are the
reason for the deep chasm between RC and the way,
how "classical" CS people look at parallelism [4]. The
situation is comparable to the well-known hardware /
software chasm. In education until recently RC has
been mainly the subject of embedded systems or SoC
design within EE departments, whereas most classical
CS departments have ignored the enormous additional
speed-up opportunities which can be obtained from this
field. Only a few departments provide special courses
mostly attended by a small percentage of graduate
students. Conferences like ISCA have stubbornly
refused to include RC and related areas in their scope.
Also many major players in the IT market have mainly
ignored this area.

More recently this situation is beginning to change.
An increasing number of colleagues from the area of
computer architecture as well as from classical parallel
computing or supercomputing communities is going to
be ready to discuss fundamental issues with us [5] [6]
[7]. Last year, Intel Research at Hillsboro, Oregon, held
a major internal workshop on RC. It has been told, that
also Microsoft has held an internal workshop on this
area. Other major players already joined this
movement, like Hewlett Packard, IBM, infineon,
Motorola, Sony, ST microelectronics, Texas
Instruments, Toshiba, and many others. Accordingly a
major break-through also in CS education and CAE is
overdue. All scientific know-how ingredients needed
are available - ready to be integrated in CS curricula:
software / configware co-compilation [8] [9], software
to configware migration [10] [11], mapping
applications onto morphware [10] [11] [12] [13],
architectural resources for data-stream-based anti
machines [14] [15], and many others. Not only FPGAs,
but also coarse grain data path array platforms are
available commercially, along with application
development tools [16].
It is time to take these promising opportunities to
upgrade our CS curricula by converting programming
and software engineering into a duality of software
engineering and configware engineering, based on the
co-existence of two machine paradigms, the classical
instruction-stream-centered model of the CPU, and, the
data-stream-based anti machine model, being the direct
counterpart of von Neumann. Because of this duality of
basic models the configware / software chasm can be
easily bridged without requiring hardware and circuit
expertise from our CS graduates.
This new road map is based on the duality of an
instruction-stream-based mind set, and a data-streambased mind set [1] [4] [15] [17]. Not only the HPC
community urgently needs to benefit from a curricular
revision, but also the rapidly increasing percentage of
programmers implementing code for embedded
systems. However, most CS graduates are not qualified
for this changing labour market. With their proceduralonly mind set they cannot cope with hardware /

configware / software partitioning. To avoid a disaster
for future CS graduates looking for their first job, CS
departments have to wake up. Here we have a good
chance to become successful trailblazers by forming a
RC old boys' network together with colleagues from
"classical CS", organized like the Mead & Conway
movement more than 20 years ago [18].
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